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Abstract 

A) Today, at the end of RUN2, there are the following indications (slides 1-15)

i) ATLAS+CMS(50% statistics) 4-lepton data in the range of invariant mass 650÷710

GeV, give a 3-sigma excess over the estimated background. It indicates a new

(relatively narrow) resonance of mass m4l=(MH) EXP ≈ 670 ÷ 680 GeV

ii) ATLAS 2-gamma data also indicate a 3-sigma excess for mγγ = (MH) EXP ≈ 680 GeV

iii) With two 3-sigma effects in two different channels  probability of accidental

coincidence is now at 4-sigma level

B) This mass range is consistent with the prediction of a second resonance of the Higgs

field (MH) THEOR = 690 ± 10 (stat) ± 20 (sys) GeV (slides 16-27)

C) By refining the analysis of the ATLAS 4-lepton data, the hypothetical new

MH ≈ 680 GeV and the mass mh =125 GeV are further correlated as expected if MH

were the second resonance of the Higgs field (slides 28-39). This correlation

eliminates the spin-zero vs. spin-2 ambiguity

D) CONCLUSION: with the present 100% CMS 4-lepton events, the issue could be

settled now (5-sigma level), before the start of RUN3 (slide 40)

P.S. A final remark on the effect of a two-mass structure on radiative corrections

(slides 41-46)



ATLAS 4-lepton events : Lum= 36.1 fb(-1)

Local p0  3.6 σ excess around 700  GeV:  D. Denysiuk’s 2017 PhD thesis,

https://tel.archives-ouvertes.fr/tel-01681802v2.



ATLAS 4-lepton events: LUM=139 fb(-1)

‹Nmeas›= 26(5) for E=650÷710 GeV vs. NB ≈ 13  2.6 σ excess

Relatively narrow resonance at 680 GeV (fast decrease of number of events) 



CMS 4-lepton data: full LUM=137 fb(-1)

 Relevant data in a single

bin 600÷800 GeV.

 No hint on a localized

effect near 680 GeV

 Look at lower-statistics

samples



First CMS sample showing an excess of 4-lepton events at 

660(10) GeV  ‹Nmeas›= 4 vs.    NB ≈ 0.45

 In spite of its small statistics

this picture will be useful to

compare ATLAS and CMS

background estimates

 At that energy, for 12.9 fb(-1)

and 20 GeV bin, it implies

NB ≈ 7.3 for 139 fb(-1) and a

30 GeV bin, in excellent

agreement with ATLAS

value NB ≈ 7.2



JHEP11(2017)047;arXiv:1706.09936[hep-ex]

CMS 4-lepton 2016 data: Lum=35.9 fb(-1)

about 3 times more events than expected at 660(15) GeV

‹NBKG›≈1.9        ‹Nmeas›= 6 



CMS PAS HIG-18-001, 2018/06/03

CMS 2017 data: Lum = 41.5 fb(-1)

(inset 600÷800 GeV)



CMS PAS HIG-18-001,2018/06/03 

4-lepton CMS 2016+2017 Lum = 77.4 fb(-1)

Largest CMS sample scanning around 680 GeV but … how to read it?



Cea’s extraction of the 2016+2017 CMS data 
MPLA 34(2019)1950137



CMS  77.4 fb(-1) : bin of 60 GeV as for ATLAS 
(for E  ≈ 685(30) GeV the  value ‹N(4l)› =14  no overlap with neighboring points)



Consistency of ATLAS vs. CMS 4-lepton data
(for the central region of 60 GeV exhibiting the excess of events )





ATLAS 2-gamma spectrum: 
again a 3σ excess at E=680 GeV



Results of this first phenomenological analysis

 TWO 3σ effects in the 4-lepton and 2-gamma channels point toward a new

(relatively narrow) resonance with mass of about 680 GeV

 Probability of an accidental fluctuation at the 4-sigma level

 Consistency with the prediction of a (relatively narrow) second resonance of

the Higgs field with mass MH = 690 ±10 ± 20 GeV

 Check with a more refined analysis if the hypothetical new resonance around

680 GeV shows the expected correlation with the small mh = 125 GeV mass

 Some theoretical background about: i) the existence of the second resonance

ii) its basic phenomenology



Presently accepted view: the  mass spectrum of the Higgs field

consists of a single narrow resonance of mass mh = 125 GeV



A new 700 GeV resonance of the Higgs field?  SSB induced by the 

pure scalar sector (W,Z, top-quark irrelevant)



SSB in cutoff Φ4 
 weak first-order phase transition (see 

P.H. Lundow and K. Markstroem, PRE80(2009)031104; NPB845(2011)120) 

picture below from S. Akiyama et al. PRD100(2019)054510)



Simplest approximations to (pure) Φ4 where SSB is weakly 1st-order: 

1-loop and Gaussian potential 2 mass scales:

mh from quadratic shape of Veff(φ= ±v)  and MH from zero-point energy



mh ≠ MH  propagator G(p) has not a single-pole structure







Lattice simulations of the scalar propagator



Stevenson’s analysis of the lattice propagator  
(data from Balog, Duncan, Willey, Niedermeyer, Weisz NPB714(2005)256)

For κ=0.0751 in the broken phase, he reports the rescaled propagator.  

Standard one-pole propagator  ζ has a flat profile

Left: re-scaling with the mass 0.1691 from the p=0 limit

Right: re-scaling with the mass giving a flat profile at larger p2

2 2ˆ(p m )G(p)  



Lattice Checks
(M.C. and Leonardo Cosmai, Int. J. Mod. Phys. A35 (2020) 2050103; hep-ph/2006.15378

 A consistency check: no two-mass structure in the symmetric phase



Lattice propagator in the broken phase
(P.Cea., M.C, L.Cosmai, P.M.Stevenson, MPLA14(1999)1673



Propagator on a 764 lattice: 2 flat ranges2 mass-shell regions
(M.C. and L.Cosmai, IJMP A35 (2020) 2050103; hep-ph/2006.15378



Two-mass structure of the lattice propagator



Estimating MH from lattice simulations of the propagator



Basic phenomenology of the (hypothetical) 700 GeV Higgs resonance

With a Higgs resonance
MH =  K‹Φ› ≈ 700 GeV 

one usually expects strong 
interactions governed by 
the large coupling λ0=3K2

This reflects tree-
level calculations in 

the unitary gauge
where WLWL

scattering is like χχ
scattering with the 

same contact
coupling at all

momentum scales

But beyond tree-level, in χχ
scattering the contact

coupling λ0=3K2 , at a scale 
Λ,  becomes, at a scale μ,  

λ(μ) with evolution
determined by the              

β-function

Namely, at the scale μ, 
A(χχχχ) ≈ λ(μ)

with λ(μ) ≈ 1/L and 
L=ln(Λ/μ) . By the 

Equivalence Theorem, the 
same applies to          
WLWL WLWL   

Therefore, one finds
A(WLWLWLWL)=

A(χχχχ)[1+O(g2)]≈λ(μ)

This is also consistent with
the “triviality” of Φ4 : the 
constant 3K2 cannot be a 

measure of observable
interactions. For μ≈ MH 

λ(MH ) =3K2(mh /MH)2 ≈ 
GFm2

h

The same holds true
for other observable

quantities of the 
scalar sector, in 

particular for the 
heavy MH width
Γ(MhWLWL) ≈ 

MH (GFm2
h)

The heavy MH if it
exists, would be a 
relativel narrow

resonance

With a relatively small
decay width into

longitudinal W’s, main
MH -production at LHC 
via Gluon-Gluon-Fusion



Basic phenomenology of the heavy resonance. I 



Basic phenomenology of the heavy resonance. II



MH : heavy but relatively narrow resonance
( produced mainly by GGF mechanism)



Phenomenology in the 4-lepton channel

 For MH ≈ 700 GeV the conventional Γ(HZZ) width is GFM3
H ≈ 56.7 GeV

while here

 For a relatively narrow resonance (whose virtuality effects should be small) 

approximate the cross section by a chain of on-shell branching ratios

 so that we find a γH - σR correlation mainly determined by the low-mass mh



 for σ(ppH) ≈ 950(150)  fb (GGF and 13 TeV)  and   mh = 125 GeV



 Fitting the ATLAS 4-lepton data in the range 620÷740 GeV



Fit to ATLAS data for different γH =  ΓH/MH





Correlation reproduced very well:

excess unlikely to be a statistical fluctuation



Correlation reproduced very well:

excess unlikely to be a statistical fluctuation



Equivalently one can fit mh from the ATLAS data



CONCLUSIONS

 The ATLAS + CMS 4-lepton data indicate a 3σ excess for E=650÷710 GeV

 A fit to the ATLAS data points toward a new resonance of mass 660÷680 GeV

 The existence of this resonance is also supported by a corresponding 3σ excess

at 680 GeV in the invariant mass of the ATLAS γγ events

 This range of mass values is well consistent with our theoretical prediction for

the second resonance of the Higgs field MH = 690 ± 10 (stat) ± 20 (sys)   GeV

 Furthermore, by assuming a partial width which scales as 

the ATLAS data yield a fitted value (mh)fit = 121 ± 13 GeV, well consistent 

with the direct experimental value (mh)exp= 125 GeV

 This present level of consistency requires a final confirmation with a combined

ATLAS+CMS analysis. In principle, with the full CMS 4-lepton statistics, 

the issue could already be settled now, before the start of RUN3



A remark on radiative corrections
 With two resonances of the Higgs field, what about radiative corrections? 

 Our lattice simulations indicate a propagator structure

 This is very close to van der Bij propagator

 In the  ρ-parameter at one loop, this is similar to have an effective Higgs mass

 How well, the mass from radiative corrections agree with the direct LHC result

125 GeV?



From the PDG review: positive MH-αS(Mz) correlation

(Important: NuTeV is not considered larger MH )



First remark: NuTeV not included by PDG



Second remark: the importance of αS(Mz)
Schmitt present most complete analysis



Higgs mass from LEP1




